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deverus Partners with ReferencePro to Provide a Total Verification and Reference Solution 

!
deverus has integrated ReferencePro’s verification and reference solution into its existing background 

screening offering to simplify a time- and labor-intensive process for hiring companies. 
                                                                                             
AUSTIN, TX  April 02, 2014—deverus, Inc., the leading provider of mission-critical workflow solutions 
to the background check industry, has announced a new integration with ReferencePro, the top 
wholesale verification and reference provider in the screening industry. The new partnership allows 
deverus clients to verify applicant employment history and references in a single platform. 

Background checks are time-sensitive, indispensable events for employers seeking to hire new staff 
in a cost-effective manner. Verifications and references on potential employees is one of the most 
time-consuming, manual aspects of the screening process. In order to be efficient and accurate, the 
process requires a dedicated team of well trained and focused researchers.  

Starting April 7, background screeners that use the deverus platform can route verifications and 
references to ReferencePro and focus more of their efforts on core operations. Employers can now 
replace calls, emails, and other communication with simple keystrokes “This partnership allows 
deverus to offer a complete background screening package that streamlines the process and allows 
our customers to have more efficient, effective organizations,” said deverus CEO Shane Long. 
“Automating manual processes is an essential goal of deverus and this is one further step to reduce 
the costs of onboarding new employees for our customers.”  

"We have great respect for deverus users, and we are thrilled to be integrated with the superb 
deverus platform," said ReferencePro Vice President & GM Craig Caddell. 

About deverus 

Founded in 1998, deverus is the leading provider of mission-critical workflow solutions to the 
background check industry. Employers and background check companies run over one million 
background checks per month using online solutions from deverus, which continuously strives to set 
new industry standards for system uptime, quality of service, and client support. More information 
about deverus, including a new white paper explaining the company’s ongoing efforts to increase 
system reliability and minimize downtime for background screeners, is available at www.deverus.com. 
For further details on specific tools, products and services offered by deverus, email their sales team 
at sales@deverus.com. 
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About ReferencePro 

ReferencePro, the Total Verification Solution, provides the screening industry with domestic and 
international verification and reference solutions. ReferencePro is a U.S. based operation with a team 
of expert researchers working 24 hours per day on-site at the company’s secure operations center in 
Spokane, WA. ReferencePro’s transparent notes and flexible work rules makes partnering with 
ReferencePro like having a spare workforce in the next room. ReferencePro is a Verisys Corporation 
company www.referencepro.com. For more information contact Craig Caddell, VP & GM at 
ccaddell@referencepro.com. 
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